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Abstract:
Conflict and disaster occurs throughout the world every day.  The aftershock of these situations gives rise to millions of state-
less persons: refugees.  Today, the Camp is virtually synonymous with refugee situations.  These institutional establishments 
are intended as a transitory center for sustaining life until the inhabitants can safely Return home.  The tangible reality of 
these situations is that they become permanent fixtures in the landscape.  The current system of warehousing refugees in 
overpopulated wastelands creates a strong dependence for the victim upon humanitarian aid.  The camp is seen as unwant-
ed, parasitic, and as a necessary evil.
Utilizing a diagrammatical approach This project Proposes the design of a new system for the Refugee camp.  It focuses on 
the establishment of planned settlement and becomes a field manual for future situations.  From the dependent camp to the 
self sufficient community the project evolves to empower the residents.
[ Introduction ]
Primary Objectives:
-Re-thinking the refugee camp by understanding the minimum standards of living and the initial camp establishment. The 
project critically questions the current attitudes towards refugees and the creation of camp establishment.  Research into the current 
standards provides a departure point for the project as the new system will still be deployed by relief organizations.
-Re-humanize the inhabitants through the introduction of new program that empowers the individual and alters the public per-
ceptions of the camp.  When you consider the typical camp situation, persons become dependent on the aid they receive for many 
reasons.  This project introduces re-humanizing components into the design for the purpose of sustainability and self-sufficiency.
-Creation of a permanent settlement based on an evolutionary process of design from transience into permanence.  facilitates 
the evolution of a camp into a settlement.  The settlement is not a static environment.  Planners frequently design static environ-
ments of permanence.  The design for the new settlement facilitates change and is ordered around an understanding of control as it 
relates to circulation and boundary.
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The Protracted Refugee- Camps as 
Places of Permanence and Deteriora-
tion: Argument for the Establishment 
of a New Model
Abstract:
Today, camps are virtually synonymous with the refugee experience.  These camps 
are highly organized and institutional in their structure.  The inhabitants are deper-
sonalized, becoming numbers without names.  These institutional establishments are 
intended to be transitional.  The distressing reality is that these camps more often than 
not become permanent fixtures in the landscape.  The current trend of placing dis-
placed persons [whether as a result of war or disaster] in overpopulated border waste-
lands is both inadequate and dehumanizing.  The current system creates a strong 
dependence on humanitarian aid and does nothing to empower the individual.  In this 
state, the camp is as unwanted, parasitic, and necessary evil.  The purpose of this 
paper is to understand the historical establishment and evolution of the refugee and 
whom is responsible for their situation. This paper critically evaluates the current trend 
of Warehousing refugees in protracted ‘camp’ environments and offers a proposal for 
an alternative: A Settlement for Displaced Persons.  
Rights of the Stateless Man:
The current international refugee system is rooted in post-WWII efforts predominantly 
to deal with stateless persons in Europe.  In her definitive philosophical analyses of to-
talitarianism, the political theorist Hannah Arendt noted in her discussion of the plight 
of the Second World War refugee:
“It turned out that the moment human beings lacked their own govern-
ment and had to fall back upon their minimum rights, no authority was 
left to protect them and no institution was willing to guarantee them.” 
When people are removed from a society, there rights are taken away as no country 
claims ownership to them.  She goes on to say:
 “Their plight is not that they are equal before the laws, but that no law 
exists for them; not that they are oppressed but that nobody wants to 
even oppress them.  Only in the last stage of a rather lengthy process is 
their right to live threatened; only if they remain perfectly ‘superfluous,’ 
if nobody can be found to ‘claim’ them, may their lives be in danger.” 2
Arendt argues that men without a country were in fact men without rights.  They are 
not protected by the so-called inborn inalienable rights of mankind.  The right to asylum 
then, Arendt concludes, is only ensured if that right is treated as sacrosanct by the 
host state. Her arguments are still highly relevant to the problem of protecting refugee 
rights today.  This problem of right-less man is partially responsible for the camp sys-
tem that is prevalent across the world today.  It is this right-less dehumanized man who 
occupies it and becomes dependent upon it.  
 Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism.  San Diego: Harcourt, 966, p. 292.
2 Hannah Arendt, 966, p. 296.
 Vanessa Pupavac, Refugees in the ‘sick role’: Stereotyping Refugees and Eroding Refugee Rights. New Issues in Refugee Research,   
 2006, p.4.
The 1951 Refugee Convention was a new approach to establish rights for stateless 
people in an explicitly and implicitly Eurocentric way.  The convention mandated a refu-
gee as anyone who:  
“as a result of events occurring before I January 95 and owing to 
well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, na-
tionality, membership of a particular social group of political opinion, 
is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such 
fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or 
who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his for-
mer habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to 
such fear, is unwilling to return to it.” 
This definition focuses on the establishment of refugee status based on civil and politi-
cal status and no on the deprivation of basic ‘human’ rights such as food, healthcare, 
or education (unless that deprivation stems from their civil or political status).5 It is im-
portant to understand that the Convention’s definition of the refugee was never intend-
ed to be one of universality.  In 1967, the Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees 
was intended to amend the 1951 Convention. According to Hathaway, it simply made 
the definition of the refugee geographically inclusive by lifting the pre-1951 Europe-
based stipulations.  The definition still failed to break from the imagined geopolitical 
landscape on which the basic premises of asylum were founded remained geographi-
cally exclusive and Eurocentric.6  The definition established was been widely respected 
despite its limited scope, in part, because at the time, the memory of the Second World 
War was very personal and the fear of becoming a refugee in Europe during the Cold 
War was imminent in the minds of the people.  During the Cold War human rights were 
not treated as international law and the Conventions definition did not rely on their 
respect.7  The limited definition has not been expanded.  Hathaway points out “[T]hose 
impacted by national calamities, weak economies, civil unrest, war and even general-
ized failure to adhere to basic standards of human rights are not, therefore, entitled to 
refugee status on that basis alone.”  As today’s displaced peoples face violence for 
broader and different reasons than those in post-war Europe, it is safe to argue that 
the definition of the refugee established by these conventions is becoming increasingly 
immaterial for the majority of those in modern day refugee situations.  States are not 
responsible for their asylum because they do not fit in the Convention’s definition of a 
refugee.  This is actually preferred by most host countries.  They argue that refugees 
bring instability; refugees and local populations will not co-exist peacefully; refugees 
consume too many resources of the state; they have no room; refugees are a liability; 
and they are detrimental to environmental resources.9
 In the 1990’s, international advocacy worked hard with NGOs (Non-govern-
mental agencies) to establish a set of supranational human rights that could be rec-
ognized as international law.  This has, however, been largely unsuccessful.  Arent’s 
argument again surfaces. How can the stateless, those who most need human rights 
protection most, enforce their rights when they are no longer members of a political 
community?  Pupavac argues that human rights organizations have increasingly ad-
4 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (adopted 28 July 95, entered into force 22 April 954) note 27, Article I(A)(I) Jennifer 
 Hyndman, Managing Displacement: Refugees and the Politices of Humanistarianism. Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press,   
 2000, p. 9.
5 Jennifer Hyndman, 2000, p. 8.
6 Jennifer Hyndman, 2000, p. 0.
7 Vanessa Pupavac, 2006, p. 8.
8 Hathaway, J.C. The Status of Refugee Law, Markham and Vancouver: Butterworths, 99. as quoted in:     
 Jennifer Hyndman, 2000, p. 0.
9 Rebecca Napier-Moore, p. 6.
opted a more paternalistic model of human rights advocacy that parallels their shift 
away from advocacy around political prisoners to depoliticized victims.0  The relation-
ship is also not reciprocal. Human rights are determined by NGO’s who are funded by 
the powerful states.  Effectively, human rights become the rights of powerful states 
rather than those of the stateless.  Despite the movement in the 1990’s, it appears 
that the rights of man remain the rights of citizens, and not the rights of statelessness. 
Pupavac notes:  “The international human rights regime involves external advocates 
determining the interests of vulnerable populations globally on their on their behalf 
without them being able to hold the self-appointed advocates accountable for how 
their interests are interpreted.  We can see this broad shift in refugee protection from 
the defence of refugee rights as rights of self-help towards external management of 
refugees.”
UNHCR, Its Shifting Role and the Tripartite Relationship:
 The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees was founded in 1950 
to protect and support refugees at the request of a government or the United Nations 
and to arrange permanent solutions to their displacement.  Article 26 of the 1951 
Convention provided the UNHCR with the mandate to protect refugees’ freedom of 
movement:
“Each Contracting State shall accord to refugees lawfully in its territory 
the right to choose their place of residence to move freely within its 
territory, subject to any regulations applicable to aliens generally in the 
same circumstances.”2
The UNHCR’s mandate has shifted over time.  At the end of the Cold War, its role shifted 
from being primarily the guardian of refugee rights to the manager of refugees, strongly 
recognized as a relief organization.  It now includes providing humanitarian assistance 
to what it describes as persons of concern.  This is due, in part, to the UNHCR’s role in 
assuming state responsibility.  As stated previously, because many displaced persons 
do not fit in the accepted definition of the refugee, states are not required to provide 
their protection.  The UNHCR has shifted its duties from legal protection to emergency 
assistance, from protection to operational activities. Loescher (2001) suggest that 
this shift is a result of the ease of providing emergency assistance in comparison to 
protection. It is also partially due to the greater international backing that humani-
tarianism receives over protection.5 There exists, in the modern refugee situation, a 
tripartite relationship between the UNHCR, state governments, and the displaced per-
sons.  Sadly, the relationship is not necessarily balanced.  The displaced persons are 
frequently at the bottom of a hierarchal relationship.  The states (hosts) tend to depend 
on the UNHCR to provide full establishment and operational control over the persons, 
and the UNHCR is limited in its power to demand the state to provide protection to them 
as they are not legally obligated to do so.16 The result of this current system is most 
often the ‘refugee camp.’ The camp is a place of life support, where stateless persons 
depend on the humanitarian aid of the UNHCR and NGO’s to sustain their lives while 
they wait for the ability to return home.  The word ‘camp’ implies a transitory state of 
0 Vanessa Pupavac, 2006, p. 8.
 Vanessa Pupavac, 2006, p. 9.
2 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (adopted 28 July 95, entered into force 22 April 954)
 Rebecca Napier-Moore, Entrenched Relations and the Permanence of Long-term Refugee Camp Situations. Sussex Mirgration Work 
 ing Paper No. 28, p.5.
4 G. Loescher. UNHCR and the Erosion of Protection as interpreted by Napier-Moore, p.5.
5 Rebecca Napier-Moore, p. 2.
6 Rebecca Napier-Moore, p. 5.
existence.  As I will discuss in the following section, this transitory nature is mythologi-
cal in reality and detrimental to its inhabitants in its current intention and state.
The Camp as the de-facto 4th solution:
 According to the U.S. Committee for Refugees and Immigrants (USCRI) World 
Refugee Survey of 2006, of the worlds 12 million Refugees and Asylum Seekers, 7.89 
million of them exist as warehoused in protracted situations.7  Warehousing is the 
practice of keeping refugees in protracted situations of restricted mobility, enforced 
idleness, and dependency- their lives on indefinite hold.  Warehousing occurs when the 
individual is deprived of the freedom necessary to pursue normal lives.  The UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees’ (UNHCR) Global Consultations on International Protection 
stated:
“A protracted refugee situation is one where, over time there have been 
considerable changes in the refugees’ needs, which neither the UNHCR 
nor the host country have been able to address in a meaningful manner, 
thus leaving refugees in a state of material dependency and often without 
adequate access to basic rights (e.g. employment, freedom of movement 
and education) even after many years spent in the host country.”
Stated simply, Crisp defines a protracted situation as persons trapped in a state of 
limbo: unable to go back to their homeland, in most cases because doing so is not 
safe.  They can not settle permanently because the host state does not want them to 
remain indefinitely on their territory, and they have not option of moving on because 
no country has agreed to admit them and provide permanent resident rights.9 Pro-
tracted situations are extremely unstable.  One reason for this is the declining national 
attention a situation will receive the longer it is sustained.  Non-food items such as 
education, health, water and sanitation are become increasingly neglected the longer 
a situation last.  In some extreme cases, food rations are diminished as well.20 The 
UNHCR describes three “Durable Solutions” to refugee situations: 1) Repatriation, 2) 
Integration into a host country, and 3) Resettlement to a third country. Repatriation is 
usually dangerous and can mask illegal and forced refoulement.  Local integration into 
the host country was a historically preferred option; most host countries do not accept 
it today, especially in situations where the displaced persons are not established as 
legal refugees.  Resettlement into a third country is usually not a viable option either 
and can lead to resettlement ‘fatigue’.2  This leads to the de-facto fourth solution; the 
refugee camp.
The modern strategy for asylum has its roots in the geopolitical practices before the 
Second World War. Refugee Camps have become rule and not the exception.  Arendt 
noted:
“If the Nazis put a person in a concentration camp and if he made a suc-
cessful escape, say, to Holland, the Dutch would put him in an internment 
camp…long before the outbreak of the war…under the pretext of ‘national 
security.’”22
7 U.S. Committee for Refugees and Immigrants 2006 World Refugee Survey: Online access [http://www.refugees.org/article. 
 aspx?id=565&subm=9&ssm=29&area=Investigate]
8 UNHCR Global Consultations on International Protection, 4th Meeting, “Local Integration,” EC/GC/02/6, April 25, 2002 (Global  
 Consultations 2002), p., fn. 2.
9 Jeff Crisp, No Solutions in Sight: The Problem of Protracted Refugee Situations in Africa. New Issues in Refugee Research, Working  
 Paper No. 75, p. 
20 Jeff Crisp, p. 0.
2 Rebecca Napier-Moore, p. 6.
22 Hannah Arendt, 966, p. 288.
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The current warehousing camp establishments are justified by host populations for 
many reasons.  One excuse is the belief of it as a transitory camp.  But when nearly 
two-thirds of the entire population in refugee situations exist in protracted situations it 
is clear that this defense is refutable. 
 Camps are frequently located in ‘invisible’ parts of the host state.  They are 
sited far from economic and urban centers on undesirable lands with typically poor 
climatic conditions.  Movement in or out of the camps is restricted preventing refugees 
from establishing agricultural and economic possibilities.  This restriction reflects a 
form of ghetto phenomenon.  The paradox created is that ghettos are a purely urban 
feature which only strengthens the notion of its permanence.  Security in and around 
protracted camps is one primary concern.  Crisp studied two well known camps in 
Kenya [Kakuma and Dadaab] and found that violence assumed a variety of forms: 
domestic, community, sexual, robbery, violence between and within national refugee 
groups, and violence between local populations and the refugees.  One contributing 
cause to this violence is the lack of lawful protection provided.  In the case of Kakuma 
and Dadaab, the Kenyan government doesn’t recognize the inhabitants as refugees 
because of their ‘transitional nature’ (though both have existed for over a decade), 
rendering them stateless areas, and therefore does not protect the residents under 
their judicial law.  In a horrific example, Kenyan Security Forces were noted as respond-
ing to a report of rape: “You are raping our trees, so you got what you deserved.”2 The 
lack of freedom of movement, the scarcity of economic and educational activities, and 
the inability to see a way out of their situation all contribute to the violence prevalent 
in camp life.2 The 2004 World Refugee Survey sites Jacobsen who also attributes the 
problem of bored and frustrated young men as a contributing factor to the violence 
experience in protracted camps.25 As protracted situations drag on, resentment of the 
camp by the local population becomes intensified.  In Africa, the locals resented the 
refugee-centered aid as they watched trucks pass into the camps daily with food and 
supplies.26 This type of constant aid not only contributes to resentment towards the 
beneficiaries but also becomes responsible for their dependency on it.
 In Imposing Aid Harrell-Bond demonstrates that dependency is not imminent 
but over time becomes a reality through the use of narrative.27 Just as Foucault’s pris-
on turned prisoners into criminals, Harrell-Bond’s camp turned refugees into “refu-
gees” – docile, helpless, dependent recipients of aid.2 While the narrative remains 
mythological, the UNHCR (2000 report) did admit that humanitarian aid can lead to a 
reduction in self-reliance, but that its lack could result in suffering or death.29 
 This situation can have a dehumanizing effect beyond the stateless existence 
they endure.  There are many other factors that add to the dehumanization of the 
refugee.  For example, the goods supplied through humanitarian efforts marked with 
a plethora of agency acronyms deny the recipient a sense of ownership.  The con-
centration of people into small areas and the patterned rows of tents further this de-
humanization process.  In effect, the agencies are inadvertently contributing to the 
2 Jennifer Hyndman, 2000, p. 6
24 Jeff Crisp, p. 7.
25 Jacobsen cited in Merrill Smith, Warehousing Refugees: A Denial of Rights, A Waster of Humanity.  World Refugee Report, 2004, p.  
 46.
26 Merrill Smith, 2004, p. 44.
27 B. Harrell-Bond, Imposing Aid. Oxford, Oxford University Press. Sussex Center for Migration Studies, [online] [http://www.sussex. 
 ac.uk/Units/SCMR/publications/final/] Accessed 11/27/2006
28 Rebecca Napier-Moore, p. 
29 Rebecca Napier-Moore, p. 2.
individual’s deterioration of identity.  
 In some refugee situations, protracted inhabitants of camps venture beyond 
their borders and begin to develop illegal agriculture.  Frequently, in an attempt to 
make ends meet they will engage in unsustainable farming techniques that reduce 
yield quantity and quality over time that creates a need for additional land sources.0
 This section of the paper has demonstrated the ‘refugee camp’ as the de-
facto solution to housing and supporting refugees.  In a world where the camp has 
become the standard and not the exception, it is important to understand the various 
characteristics of their composition and the shortcomings they possess.  The final sec-
tion of this research offers a new approach to the evolutionary process of establishing 
a transient camp that becomes a protracted settlement for displaced persons.
A New Approach: Settlement for Displaced Persons:
 It is critical to understand that the proposal presented here is not for the de-
velopment of another refugee camp.  The proposal is for the development of a Settle-
ment for Displaced Persons.  Understanding that the settlement will begin through the 
process of humanitarianism at the hands of the UNHCR and other reputable NGOs the 
initial establishment would follow the guidelines set forth by the UNHCR Handbook 
for Emergencies.  The question becomes: How can a camp environment evolve into 
a settlement?  One important part of this process lies with empowering the persons 
inhabiting the space.  There are many factors that will be implemented in order to ac-
complish this.  The introduction of a sustainable agriculture system within the internal 
structure of the camp is one such feature.  The settlement will be able to support 50% 
of its agricultural requirements to provide a healthy nutritional diet for its inhabitants. 
In this manner, the camp is able to introduce a system of self reliance, education, and 
economy without expansion beyond its predetermined borders.  The camp will also 
feature places for schools, a market (for internal trading of goods), as well as spiritual 
and community gathering places.  A composting center will allow for increased crop 
yield and a decrease in waste product.  The marketplace and agriculture will provide 
an economy of scale while the others contribute to an individuals’ re-humanization 
process.  As the length of protraction expands, so will the community.  The decreased 
dependence on humanitarian aid will help the population transcend their supporters 
and increase relations with the local population.      
 The goal of this thesis is to develop an urban design as it facilitates the evolu-
tion of a camp into settlement.  I will study control as it relates to circulation and bound-
ary in order to guide this development.  The process will focus on flow of supply [camp] 
and inhabitants [settlement] and their relationship toward the facilitation.   
0 Jeff Crisp, p. 27.
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= 50,000 People
Currently there are over 12 million Refugee and Asylum Seekers Worldwide
Of those 12 million refugees and asylum seekers, 7.89 million of them exist as 
warehouse in protracted situations
= 50,000 People
Gaza, West Bank, Lebanon:
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Egypt
Sudan, Ethiopia:
Malaysia:
Congo-Kinshasa, Zambia:
Algeria:
Pakistan, Iran:
Iran:
Kuwait:
Uganda, Kenya, Ethiopia:
India:
Thailand:
Kenya, Yemen, South Africa:
India:
Sierra Leone, Guinea, Ghana:
Nepal:
Malaysia:
Congo-Kinshasa:
Bangladesh:
Russian Federation, India:
Nepal:
Russian Federation:
Tanzania, Congo-Kinshasa:
Malaysia:
Congo-Kinshasa:
Tanzania, Congo-Brazzaville:
Thailand:
Zambia, Burundi:
57

7
2
0
0
26
26
26
22
22
2
7
7
16
16
16
5




2
2
9
9
9
7
1,942,600
55,200
207,600
66,800
206,300
90,000
2,027,000
5,000
,500
09,00
7,700
50,000
279,500
49,600
9,500
2,000
5,000
9,000
50,000
29,00
07,00
,000
2,700
2,000
2,00
05,000
20,900
92,900
Palestinians
Palestinians
Eritreans
Filipinos
Angolans
Sahrawi
Afghans
Iraqis
Palestinians
Sudanese
Sri Lankans
Myanmarese
Somalis
Myanmarese Chin
Liberians
Tibetans
Myanmarese Chin
Ugandans
Myanmarese Rohingya
Afghans
Butanese Lhotsampa
Georgians
Burundians
Myanmarese Rohingya
Rwandans
Congolese (Kinshasa)
Myanmarese
Congolese (Kinshasa)
Source:  Information for diagram from 2006 USCRI World Refugee Survey
Protracted
Situation
Length:
Origin of
Population:
Number of
People:
Host Country:
WAREHOUSED REFUGEE POPULATIONS RESTRICTED TO CAMPS OR
SEGRGATED SETTLEMENTS OR OTHERWISE DEPRIVED OF BASIC
RIGHTS IN SITUATIONS LASTING 5 YEARS OR MORE:
TOTAL: 7,9,00
Established Practices
The unique nature of this project requires it not to be site specific.  The project 
suggests guidelines to deal with certain climate conditions and accepts variations 
that will undoubtedly occur.  It is intended as a diagrammatic Field Manual for 
establishing the refugee camp that becomes a settlement.
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THIS SMALL RED SQUARE
REPRESENTS 485 SF, THE 
SPATIAL  NEEDS  OF  ONE 
PERSON    IN    A     CAMP.
l street
5
6
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THE SAME SIZE SQUARE THAT SUPPORTS 10,000 REFUGEES 
SUPPORTS 525 PEOPLE IN THE CITY OF LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
a street
2,200 FT. by 2,200 FT.
SECTOR IN LINCOLN, NE.
THIS SECTOR MEETS THE
SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS
FOR A REFUGEE CAMP OF
10,000 PEOPLE
220 FT. BY 200 FT.
100 PEOPLE IN LESS
THAN 4 RESIDENTIAL
LOTS
CLIMATE RESPONSE CURRENT MINUMUM STANDARDS
OF RELIEF / CAMP ESTABLISHMENT
REFUGEE CAMP ADVANTAGES:
_CENTRALIZED AND EFFICIENT WAY
TO PROVIDE SERVICE TO POPULATION
_THERE CAN BE ECONOMIES OF SCALE IN
THE PROVISION OF SOME SERVICES
COMPARED WITH DISPERSED SETTLEMENTS
_REFUGEE POPULATION EASY TO IDENTIFY
AND COMMUNICATE WITH
_VOLUNTARY REPATRIATION CAN BE
EASIER TO ORGANZE.
_EASIER TO DEFEND CENTRALIZED
POPULATION
REFUGEE CAMP DESCRIPTION:
[HIGH DENSITY / LARGE POPULATION]
_ACCOMODATION IN PURPOSE BUILT SITES
WHERE A FULL RANGE OF SERVICES ARE
PROVIDED.  GENERALLY CONSIDERED THE
WORST OPTION BECAUSE SUCH A LARGE
POPULATION AND HIGH DENSITY WHICH
 YIELDS LARGE STRAIN ON HOST COUNTRY
REFUGEE CAMP DISADVANTAGES:
_HIGH DENSITY SERIOUSLY INCREASES
POPULATION HEALTH RISKS
_HIGH RISK ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE IN
IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF CAMP
_HIGH POPULATION CONCENTRATIONS
PARTICULARLY CLOSE TO BORDERS MAY
MAKE POPULATION VULNERABLE TO
PROTECTION PROBLEMS.
_HIDING PLACE AND SUPPORT BASE FOR
ARMED GROUPS WHO SHOULD BE 
EXCLUDED FROM STATUS AS REFUGEES.
CAMP SETTLEMENTMASTER SITING:
LOCATION:
_3280’ UPWIND FROM MOSQUITO
BREDDING GROUND
_GRADIENT: 2% MIN FOR DRAINAGE/
10 % MAX FOR EROSION [2-6% DESIRED]
LAYOUT FOLLOW CONTOURS 
WHEN POSSIBLE
CRITERIA:
_485 SF / PERSON CAMP SPACE
_ROADS [30’ WIDE ] AND FOOTPATHS
  20 - 25% OF ENTIRE SITE
_OPEN SPACE / PUBLIC FACILITIES:
  15 - 20% OF ENTIRE SITE
_FIREBREAKS [ 2X HEIGHT OF 
   RESIDENCE / 100’ PER 985’ BUILT 
   UP SPACE ]
COLD CLIMATE:
WARM, DRY CLIMATE:
_HEAVY CONSTRUCTION WITH HIGH
THEMAL CAPACITY
_LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION
PROPERLY INSULATED
_LOCATE DOORS AND WINDOWS
AWAY FROM PREVAILING WINDS
_SHELTERS ADJACENT FOR WIND
PROTECTION
_INSULATED ROOFS
WARM, WET CLIMATE:
_MAXIMIZE VENTILATION
_LIGHTWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION WITH
LOW THERMAL CAPACITY
_GOOD DRAINAGE
_GENEROUS OPENINGS
DAY USE:
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION/
HIGH THEMAL CAPACITY
NIGHT USE:
LIGHT CONSTRUCTION/
LOW THERMAL CAPACITY   
WARM CLIMATE:
_MINIMAL DRAFT
_SUN EXPOSURE
_59 TO 66 DEGREE FARENHEIGHT
INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT DESIRED
_MINIMAL INTERNAL VOLUME
_OUT OF PREVAILING WIND / ADJACENT
_INSULATE FLOOR/ RAISE ABOVE GROUND
_KEEP DRY
_HIGHER CEILING HEIGHT
_PROVIDE SHADE
CAMP ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE:
1 FAMILY
[ 4 - 6 PEOPLE ]
1 COMMUNITY CLUSTER
[16 FAMILIES]
APPROX. 100 PEOPLE | 48,500 SF
1 NEIGHBORHOOD
[4 COMMUNITY CLUSTERS]
APPROX. 400 PEOPLE | 194,000 SF
1 BLOCK
[ 4 NEIGHBORHOODS ]
APPROX. 1250 - 1600 PEOPLE | 776,000 SF
1 SECTOR
[ 4 BLOCKS ]
APPROX. 5,000 - 6400 PEOPLE | 3,104,000 SF
1 CAMP MODULE
[ 2 SECTORS ]
APPROX. 10,000 - 12,800 PEOPLE
6,208,000 SF
Global Refugee
Situation
The following  pages of the Field Manual break down the current strategy for pro-
viding aid in crisis situations and establishing the refugee camp.  The Handbook 
for  Emergencies is a manual put out by the United Nation High Commissioner 
for Refugees [UNHCR] that details the programmatic requirements of different 
spaces in the camp including where they can exist in relation to each other.  The 
Sphere Project’s Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in Disaster Re-
sponse is another handbook aimed at providing more guidelines into the design 
of the refugee camp.  Both of these manuals were analyzed and their program-
matic features were highlighted and broken down into an organizational chart. 
This chart was used in the design process to set up the base camp.  The intention 
of this settlement is that it will still be established by the UNHCR or an Non-Gov-
ernmental Agency  in a similar fashion to the current standards in the initial phase. 
These standards offer minimum goals of design in the project that must be met 
in every situation.  However, these standards do not govern the entire project as it 
transcends them in order to create an opportunity for evolutionary settlement growth. 
These guidelines are intended to be used as a reference only and should be consulted 
to ensure that they are met.
-Included in the base design of the new system is the prepackaged container with es-
sential immediate supplies that can be delivered quickly to any location in the world. 
Each camp will require 32 Cargo Containers filled with the basic emergency kit to be de-
ployed on site.  These base kits supply enough emergency food rations for 1 week and 
basic sanitary / household items for at least 1 month.  These kits should be available 
in storage and ready for deployment whenever a disaster or conflict occurs.  Airplanes 
and trucks already on standby with the UNHCR will be mobilized to transport the con-
tainers.
-The new system limits the camp size to 10,000 people initially.  This allows there to be 
an adequate level of safety and a manageable level of supply into the camp.  If more 
than 10,000 people are seeking refuge, multiple camps should be utilized.
[ Standards of Aid ]
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ALL SEASONS FAMILY TENT
_13.123’ X 12.467’ INTERNAL
_6 - 8 PERSONS MAXIMUM
_SINGLE OR DOUBLE FLY
_132.277 LBS.
CAMP SERVICE
FACILITIES
RE-HUMANIZATION
SERVICE FACILTIES
MACRO CAMP
SERVICE FACILITIES
H2O SUPPLY:
CRITERIA:
_250 OUNCES/M MIN. FLOW
_100 PEOPLE/TAP STAND
_200 PEOPLE/WELL
_CONCRETE APRON
CENTRALIZED SYSTEM
DECENTRALIZED LOCATION
DECENTRALIZED LOCATIONDECENTRALIZED SYSTEM
DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM
CENTRALIZED SYSTEM
CENTRALIZED SYSTEM
DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM
DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM DECENTRALIZED
LOCATION
DECENTRALIZED
SYSTEM
CENTRALIZED
LOCATION CENTRALIZED SYSTEM CENTRALIZED SYSTEM
CENTRALIZED SYSTEM
DECENTRALIZED
LOCATION
CENTRALIZED LOCATION
CENTRALIZED LOCATION
DECENTRALIZED LOCATION
DECENTRALIZED LOCATION
DECENTRALIZED LOCATION
DE-CENTRALIZED
LOCATION
DECENTRALIZED
SYSTEM / LOCATIONDECENTRALIZED
SYSTEM
DECENTRALIZED OR 
CENTRALIZED SYSTEM
DECENTRALIZED /
CENTRALIZED LOCATION
LOCATION:
_490’ MAX FROM RESIDENCE
_100’ MIN. FROM COOKING
_100’ MIN. FROM TOILET
EDUCATIONAL FACILITY
DESIGN RESPONSE:
_1 SCHOOL / BLOCK
_3 CLASSROOMS / 240 
  STUDENTS [120 AM | 120 PM]
_RECREATION SPACE
LOCATION:
_LOCATE FACILITY
  CENTRALLY WITHIN
  BLOCK QUADRANT
EXCRETIA DISPOSAL:
LOCATION:
_50 - 300’ FROM RESIDENCE
_200‘ MIN. FROM COOKING
_100’ MIN. FROM WATER 
  SUPPLY
LOCATION:
_100’ FROM WATER SUPPLY
_50’ FROM SHOWERS
_100’ MIN. FROM TOILET
_200’ FROM WASTE 
  DISPOSAL
CRITERIA:
_101 - 340 OZ. WATER FOR
  CLEANSING/HANDWASHING
_20 PEOPLE / TOILET WHEN
  SEGREGATED BY SEX
_USE BY ALL(E.G.HANDICAPPED)
_SAFE / WELL LIT
_SENSE OF PRIVACY
_PIT / COMPOSTING
_DOWNWIND FROM RESIDENCE 
SPIRITUAL CENTER:
LOCATION:
_LOCATE SPIRITUAL CENTER
  CENTRALLY WITHIN THE 
  BLOCK QUADRANT
  [NEAR EDUCATION FACILITY]
DESIGN RESPONSE:
_1 SPIRITUAL CENTER /
  BLOCK
_NON DENOMINATIONAL
SHOWER: LAUNDRY:
CRITERIA:
_1 SHOWER / 50 
  PEOPLE
_1.7 GALLONS / 
  PERSON / DAY
LOCATION:
_50’ FROM 
  DINING
MARKET
DESIGN RESPONSE:
_1 MARKET PER
  CAMP MODULE
LOCATION:
LOCATE
CENTRALLY 
WITHIN CAMP
DESIGN RESPONSE:
_BASIN / 50 PEOPLE
COOKING SPACE:
CRITERIA:
_1075 SF / 500 PEOPLE
_215 SF / 100 PEOPLE
_SCREENED IN FOR BUG
  PREVENTION
_ACCESS TO COOKING FUEL
_FOOD STORAGE NEARBY
LOCATION:
_16 - 22 FEET BETWEEN
   ROAD AND BUILT
   STRUCTURES
ROADS / FOOTPATHS:
CRITERIA:
_30 FEET WIDE FOR 
  VEHICULAR TRAFFIC
LOCATION:
_LOCATE WITHIN 3.1 
  MILES WALKING DIST.
  FROM DWELLINGS 
  NEAR SUPPLY LINE
CENTRAL SERVICES
DESIGN RESPONSE:
_CENTRAL OFFICES  
  [COORDINATORS /  
  REGISTRATION]
_COMMODITY DIST.
  CENTER
LOCATION:
_50’ MAXIMUM FROM 
  HOUSEHOLD
_100’ MIN. FROM COOKING
WASTE DISPOSAL UNITS:
CRITERIA:
_26 GALLON CONTAINER /
  50 PEOPLE
_COMMUNAL REFUSE PIT:
  6.5’ BY 16’ BY 6.5’ / 500
  PEOPLE
_DOWNWIND FROM 
  RESIDENCE
LOCATION:
_LOCATE CENTRALLY
  WITHIN CAMP NEAR 
  ADMINISTRATION OFFICES
HEALTH CENTER:
DESIGN RESPONSE:
_PROVIDE BASIC LAB 
  SERVICES
_CENTRAL PHARMACY
_1 BED / 2000 - 5000 PEOPLE
_4 - 8 WEEK LEAD TIME
LOCATION:
_LOCATE CENTRALLY
  WITHIN  4 BLOCKS OF
  SECTOR
HEALTH POST / CLINIC:
DESIGN RESPONSE:
_PROVIDE BASIC CARE /
  FIRST AID
_1 CHW / 1000 PEOPLE
_1 TBA / 3000 PEOPLE
_1 POST / SECTOR
ZOE:
LIVING NEEDS COMMON
TO ALL THINGS
MOSQUITO NET:
_COVER OF DOOR
   AND WINDOWS
KITCHEN SET:
KIT OF 1:
_ALUMINIUM COOKING POT
  [237 OUNCES WITH LID / HANDLE]
_ALUMINIUM COOKING POT
  [170 OUNCES WITH LID / HANDLE]
_5 ALUMINIUM BOWLS  [39 OUNCES]
_5 ALUMINIUM PLATES
_5 ALUMINIUM CUPS [ 10 OUNCES]
_5 STAINLESS STEEL TABLE SPOONS
_5 STAINLESS STEEL TABLE FORKS
_5 STAINLESS STEEL TABLE KNIVES
_1 KITCHEN KNIFE
_1 500 OUNCE GALVANIZED STEEL
  BUCKET WITH METAL ARCH HANDLE
2_2.5 TO 5 GALLON 
  BUCKETS FOR 
  H2O COLLECTION
4 GALLON SEMI-
COLLAPSIBLE JERRY 
CANS
_22” X 8” X 2.4” 
   COLLAPSED
_20 / BOX
_48.5 LBS / BOX  
_60” X 80” / BLANKET
_25 BLANKETS /
   BUNDLE
_86 LBS / BUNDLE
   [3.4 LBS/BLANKET]
_36” BY 325’ ROLL
_1 CF [6”X6”X36”]
_ 8 LBS/ ROLL
LANTERN / 
CANDLES / 
LIGHTING
HYGIENE:
_9 OUNCES / PERSON / MONTH
_7 OUNCES / PERSON / MONTH
  LAUNDRY SOAP
_FEMININE SANITARY PRODUCTS
_TOOTHBRUSH / PASTE
SHELTER:
LOCATION:
_490’ MAX FROM WATER 
  SUPPLY
_50’ MAX FROM WASTE 
  DISPOSAL UNIT
_50’ - 300’ FEET FROM TOILET
CRITERIA:
_39 SF / PERSON INITIAL
  COVERED FLOOR SPACE
_MADE FROM LOCAL MATERIALS 
  AND IN LOCAL CONDITIONS 
  WHEN POSSIBLE.
SHAKE UP
FLASHLIGHT
_9” x 1.5” 
   DIAMETER
_.75 LBS.
100 PERSON HYGIENE KIT:
_50  _2 PERSON HYGIENE KITS
2 TOOTHBRUSHES
TOOTHPASTE
WASHCLOTH
2 16 OZ. BIO-DEGRADABLE 
    SOAP
8 ROLLS BIO-DEGRADABLE
TOILET PAPER
6 SANITARY NAPKINS
2 TOWELS
2 2 OZ. BOTTLES SOAP
COLLAPSIBLE WATER BIN
_1 KIT UNIT
_1 CUBIC FOOT [12”X12”X12”] 
_12 LBS / KIT
EMERGENCY FOOD RATIONS
_2400 KCAL
_24 RATIONS / CASE
_31,2 LBS / CASE
POTABLE WATER SUPPLY:
500 OUNCES / PERSON / DAY
DRINKING:
_100 OZ /
_PERSON/DAY
HYGIENE:
_200 OZ /
_PERSON/DAY
COOKING:
_200 OZ /
_PERSON/DAY
12.25 - 14 OUNCES /
PERSON / DAY OF
STAPLE CEREAL 
0.7 - 1.4 OUNCES /
PERSON / DAY OF
ENERGY RICH FOOD
[OIL / FAT]
1.75 OUNCES /
PERSON / DAY OF
PROTEIN RICH FOOD
[LEGUMES]
FOOD:
2100 KCALS / PERSON / DAY
NON FOOD ITEMS:
INDIVIDUAL HOUSEHOLD[4-6 PEOPLE]
BLANKET:
_1 BLANKET /
  PERSON
CURRENT MINUMUM STANDARDS
OF RELIEF / CAMP ESTABLISHMENT
LandmarkFIELD Field Field Field Field Field
UNHCR STANDBY:
2 ILYUSHIN II-76 AIRFREIGHTERS
_88,180 LBS PAYLOAD
_3106.85 MILE RANGE
_65’ X 11’ X 11’ CARGO HULL
   DIMENSIONS
_466 - 497 MPH CRUISING SPEED
UNHCR STANDBY CAPACITY:
KAMAZ CARGO TRUCKS
_ 26,455.47 LBS PAYLOAD
_ 1000 MILE RANGE [approximate]
_20’ X 8’ CHASIS 
_62 MPH MAX SPEED LOADED
CARGO CONTAINER CAPACITY:
_39, 683.21 PAYLOAD
_20’ X 8’ X 8.5’
_1059.44 CF INTERNAL CAPACITY
_19’4.25” X 7’8.625” X 7’10” INT.
    DIMMENSIONS
DENVER
CHICAGO
ATHENS
NEW DELHI
X 3
X 4
MAYDAY EMERGENCY 
FOOD RATION 
WOOL BLANKETS
HYGIENE KIT   
WATER CONTAINERS   
SHAKE-UP LIGHTS  
MOSQUITO NETTING  
KITCHEN UNIT  
ALL SEASONS FAMILY
 TENT
SUM TOTALS  
28 CASES 
[4 CASES / DAY 
/ 100 PEOPLE]     
4 BUNDLES / 
100 PEOPLE 
50_ 2 PERSON 
HYGIENE KITS
3 BUNDLES/
100 PEOPLE
64 LIGHTS / 
100 PEOPLE
3 ROLLS 
25 SETS / 100 
PEOPLE
20 TENTS / 100 
PEOPLE
7 DAYS
INDEFINITE
1 MONTH
INDEFINITE
INDEFINITE
INDEFINITE
ABOUT 3 YEARS,
VARIES WITH
CLIMATE /
EXPOSURE
3-5 YEARS 
REPELLENT LIFE
873.6 LBS
344 LBS
220 LBS
145.5 LBS
48 LBS
24 LBS
300 LBS
2625.54 LBS
4580.64 LBS
23.59 CF
30.66 CF
14.06 CF
10.66 CF
1.00 CF
2.25 CF
25 CF
148.32 CF
255.54 CF
16” X 13” X 7”
24” X 24” X 33”
9” X 9” X 6”
24” X 16” X 16”
12” X 12” X 12”
6” X 6” X 36”
12” x 12” x 12”
50” X 18” 
DIAMETER
X 1
ONE CAMP FOR 10,000 PEOPLE WILL REQUIRE 32 CARGO CONTAINERS TO 
INITIALLY BE DEPLOYED IN ORDER TO PROVIDE BASIC HUMANITARIAN AID TO 
THE INHABITANTS.
Global Refugee
Situation
Global Refugee
Situation
13 14
These diagrams demonstrate the UNCHR’s attempt to humanize the refugees in 
the eyes of the world.  Ironically, they chose Lego people which in effect dehuman-
izes the victims.  On the opposite page, these diagrams represent the extent of 
current refugee camp design.  This manual will provide a new system that goes 
beyond these under designed  spaces.
Camp: Approximately 20000 Inhabitants
4 Sectors
-fire breaks: 30 m per built-up 300 m
-Roads follow contours and lead out from center
-run-off water also follows contours
-features used to break repeating pattern
-administrative centre locate at the center of the camp.
Sector: approximately 5000 inhabitants
4 blocks
-fire breaks 15 m between blocks
-should contain central recreational/commercial space
Block: approximately 1,250 inhabitants
16 communities
-fire breaks: 6 m (pathways)
Community: approximately 80 inhabitants
16 plots with 16 shelters
-fire breaks 2m between dwellings
-drainage should be well planned and maintained
drain water must not pollute existing surface water or
groundwater, or cause erosion.
LEGEND:
Latrine
Shower
Tap Stand
Refuse Container
Road/ Surface Drainage
Family Dwelling On Family Plot
Option A
Option B
Option C
15 16
Global Refugee
Situation
Current refugee camps are poorly designed and become a sea of tents.  By only 
following the minimum standards established by the previously mentioned guide-
books, camps become these dense places of impermanence.  The goal of the 
settlement for displaced persons is to provide the individuals with a sense of own-
ership and opportunity.  Spaces should be allocated for agriculture as well as dis-
tinct locations of community spaces.  Individual neighborhoods should be clearly 
defined in a smaller more intimate scale.
Moqol Qeshlaq 
refugee camp
Stankovich Refugee Camp
‘Permanent’ Floor Construction
Re-pitching a tent after wind storm
Kosovar refugees in Albania
water closet Malawi camp
water closet at Samalian camp
Rawandan refugee camp
Sign on wire fence reads ‘Dangerous Area’
Tutsis camp near Kirundo in Northern Burundiborder fence:  refugee or concentration camp?
Cam
p/Settlem
ent 
Ideology
-The diagrams on the following 10 pages conceptually define the organziational 
structure of the settlement system.  These diagrams should be referenced for clar-
rifications of the Neighborhood / Camp / Multiple Camp Plans.  
Diagrammatic Organization
17 18
Reccommended Unit:
Composting Toilet 
Systems, Inc.
Qty. 3 Per Cluster
CTS-914   5’ X 9’ X 7’
0-120 Daily Uses
43,800 Annual Uses
Each Community Cluster [ 100 People ]
3.6 Daily Average Uses / Person / Day
6 Toilets / Cluster Required
Ventilation Stack
2-4 Toilets / Tank
Human Waste
Usable Compost
Human Waste
Composted for
use in Agriculture
19 20
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[ Composting Operation ]
These diagrams demonstrate the new settlement intentions.  Beginning as the 
modular unit that is quick to deploy the camp grows into a settlement that is ca-
pable of sustaining itself; in the end transcending the aid agency that initially sup-
ports it.  The process highlights two of the most important components of the 
system, the agriculture and the marketplace.  These two pieces of the program are 
critical to the success of the settlement on the whole.  They represent a form of 
independence and economy that is missing from the current refugee system.  By 
encouraging these programs the process of establishing permanence and identity 
can begin.  
-In order for the settlement to begin the process of establishing agriculture in order 
to sustain itself, adequate soil must be produced.  Since the camps are gener-
ally located in border wastelands, creating nutrient laden compost will be utilized 
in the system.  Human Waste products break down [micro-organisms digest it in 
about a year utilizing this system] into a humus-like earthy material that is perfect 
for use in agricultural systems. There are a variety of these systems available in-
cluding the CTS composting system [shown here]. 
-Care must be used when harvesting the usable compost and trained staff should 
be present in order to verify when compost is ready.   Initially, individual systems 
can be utilized between the neighborhoods as more compost will be needed than 
produced during the establishment of the agricultural system.  As the permanent 
infrastructures are developed, see the Overall Settlement Plan for the development 
of the locations of the permanent large-scale operation.  The large scale operation 
is a centralized system and will provide compost to all parts of the settlement.
-Baffle walls and air channels allow microorganisms to decompose the accumulat-
ing organic materials.  Heat and moisture-laden air are carried out the ventilation 
stack.  The process produces no methane gas.  90% of the volume is eliminated by 
decomposition and evaporation as it moves down the sloping floor.
-Tanks should, if possible be partially buried in the ground with rear access.  This 
will prevent the need for stairs on the Water Closet entry.  The water closets are to 
be located in a built up section of the neighborhood where they will be free from 
standing water.  Refer to the Neighborhood drainage and camp plans for the loca-
tion of the Water Closets [Earth movers should mound the soil around the partially 
buried tank to provide to be level with the front entry side of the Water Closet]. 
These tanks are to be shipped into the settlement as quickly as possible and if 
possible a surplus supply should be stored at all times to reduce the lead time. 
Temporary structures can be placed over them until the permanent structures can 
be completed around them.  
200’ - 0”
48’-0”
42
’ -
 6
”
5’
-0
”
3’
-0
”
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4,222 people 4,222 people
the space
for 1000 
people
including
100% of 
the 
  agricultural 
needs
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1000 people
1000 people
1000 people
1000 people
1000 people
1000 people
1000 people
1000 people
las vegas
density
-The proposed settlement for displaced persons is completely dependent upon the 
establishment of the agricultural system and the food produced.  Without a fully 
functioning agricultural system the inhabitants can never fully sustain themselves 
and transcend the aid agency.  The system proposed here is to use No-till bioin-
tensive farming practices.  This method of farming can increase crop yield by 2 to 
6 times that of conventional farming practices.  To achieve maximum results it is 
recommended that Double-dug raised beds be used by mixing the composted hu-
man waste with the soil.  However, this is a very labor intensive task.  
-The network run by Ken Hargesheimer [online at Minifarms.com] was the primary 
source of information about this farming system.  This system has been utilized 
in many parts of the world with different climates [Including South America and 
Africa] and has had profound success.    
-Under the system, each family is allotted a space that is 8500 square feet (200’ X 
42.5’).  This number is based on a family of 5 at 1700 SF per person.  Under this 
[ Settlement Density ][ Agricultural System ]
U.S. 
_6 lbs of farmable 
soil loss per  pound 
of food eaten
Developing Nations. 
_12 lbs of farmable 
soil loss per  pound 
of food eaten
China. 
_18 lbs of farmable 
soil loss per  pound 
of food eaten
Bio-Intensive Faming 
can build up to 20 
pounds of soil per 
pound of food eaten
spatial allotment, the family should be able to ultimately produce over one and a 
half times what they will require to eat in one year.  Comparatively, in the United 
States, highly mechanized farming systems would require 22,000-42,000 SF to 
acheive the same results.
-Each plot of land is divided up into 20 individual agricultural beds that measure 
5’ X 48’.  Using a drip line irrigation system, 10 gallons of water daily is all that 
is required to irrigate the land.  Maintaining a 5 foot wide bed is crucial so that 
an individual is able to reach the center of the bed from the aisle on either side. 
The aisles should be  feet wide in order for a person to navigate tools (such as a 
wheelbarrow) within each plot.
-Crops that are indigenous to either people working the land or the region in which 
the settlement is located should be selected.  Consult the website for specific crop 
recommendations.  A variety of crop types should be used to create a balanced 
high calorie diet for the inhabitants.  
-Las Vegas, Nevada is currently one of the fastest growing cities in the United 
States.  Its development represents the current growth trends found across the 
country.  The population density of Las Vegas is 4,222 people/mi squared.
-When comparing the proposed settlement of displaced persons to that of Las Ve-
gas, the design calls for a density level that is nearly two times that of the current 
American growth trends.  In a space that is 1 mile by 2 miles where 8,444 people 
are living in Las Vegas, 16,000 people could live including the space needed for 
the settlement to meet and ultimately exceed 100% of its agricultural needs.   
10,000
120 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 180
11,000
12,000
13,000
14,000
15,000
16,000
17,000
18,000
19,000
20,000
50 Births / 1000 people
40 Births / 1000 people
30 Births / 1000 people
20 Births / 1000 people
Population
Months
Additional Residential Neighborhood Required
Timeline utilizes 40 Births / 1000 population which is the average in the gaza strip where 25% of warehoused refugees reside.
Maximum Original Population Limit [ 12,800 ]
Average yearly birth rates in the 
settlement can help predict the 
time and quantity of additional 
neighborhoods that must be 
added to the settlement over 
time.
Housing HYGIENE HEALTHWASTE COOKINGFOODATHLETIC
6400 SF16000 SF 3000 SF 1250 SF 100 SF 450 SF 600 SF
Housing Hygiene
Health CleaningWaste Cooking
FoodAthletic
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Each individual owns 160 sf
each individual shares 118 sf 
each person enjoys 278 sf
[ + circulation / open space ]
Shared program
Owned program
2X Tent
Height
Plot Size And Layout Criteria:
- Firebreak Must Be 2X Height Of The Tent
- Allow For Permanent Residence To Be Built
  Around The Tent.
> 100’
< 100’
<100’
> 100’
> 100’<100’
50’ < x < 300’ <492’
24
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1,146,096.000 sf total for 400 people
0.041110537 square miles for 400 people 
100 people live in each community cluster 4 community clusters comprise 1 neighborhood
Camp Agriculture 1700 sf per person 
for 100% of needs
Bio-Intensive Farming Family Plot
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3,022 people / square mile in Lincoln, NE
4,154 people / square mile in Las Vegas, NV 
12,705 people / square mile in city of Chicago.
15,011 people / square mile in city of Tokyo.
26,403 people / square mile in New York City.
8,000 people / square mile in the proposed
Settlement for Displaced Persons including 100%
of Agricultural Needs
The aid agency [ U.N.H.C.R. ] negotiates land with
the host country for establishment and growth of the 
camp into a settlement.  The camp is founded on the 
Roman Camp strategy of the Cardo and Decumanus
52
80
’ [
 1
 m
ile
 ]
10560’ [ 2 miles ]
Decumanus
C
A
R
D
O
Neighborhood strips provide a buffer of 
protection from outside dangers to the 
settlement’s agricultural system.
Where the urban and rural unite
26
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Shifting the neighborhoods creates a bastion defense
which allows residents to see potential threats that
may approach.  This creates internal community spaces.
Single agricultural plots can be subdivided into two 
plots for the central business district.
Se
rv
ic
e 
D
riv
e
42
.5
’
80’
Vehicular traffic is deflected or moves around the 
perimeter of the camp while pedestrian movement
is direct and internal. 
The management of the camp settlement is located
centrally along the axis route.  As it develops, this core
transitions into business core of the settlment.
Health Post
Distribution
Center /
Management
Open Air
Market
27
10,000 People+3,000 +3,000
2 Miles
The system allows for population growth and expansion
over time before reaching max. capacity for the 1 X 2 
mile land allocation.
Most refugee situations result in >10,000 people
seeking asylum.  Though the camp is designed to
only handle 10,000, multiple camps can be located
in proximity and begin to interact together.
Four Individual Camps Grow Together Framing in a
1 Mile Squared Space.
Four Individual Camps Grow Together Framing in a
4 Mile Squared Space.
28
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Design Manual
-The following section of the manual digrammatically maps out the transitional-
growth from the inital camp into the sustained settlment.  Utilizing 3 scales the 
diagrams map out the design of the system.
 The Neighborhood
 The Settlment
 Multiple Settlement System
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Cluster Composting operation
Settlement Composting Operation
Agriculture System
Food Distribution Center Self ProducedSurplus
Tent Shelter
Fixed Housing Fixed Housing
Site
 Se
lec
tion
Ho
st 
Neg
oti
atio
n
Site Manipulation Site Manipulation Fixed Housing Fixed Housing Fixed HousingSite Manipulation Site Manipulation Site ManipulationFixed HousingSite Manipulation Fixed HousingSite Manipulation
Water Infrastructure
Water Infrastructure Redevelopment H20 H20 H20 H20 H20 H20
Human Waste Disposal Infrastructure
Solar Lighting In Community Areas Passive Solar Heating in Fixed Housing
Permanent Human Waste Disposal Waste Expansion
Refuse Disposal Infrastructure Refuse Disposal Redevlopment Refuse Expansion
Waste Expansion
Refuse Expansion
Waste Expansion
Refuse Expansion
Waste Expansion
Refuse Expansion
Waste Expansion
Refuse Expansion
Waste Expansion
Refuse Expansion
H20
Waste Expansion
Refuse Expansion
H20
Waste Expansion
Refuse Expansion
H20
Waste Expansion
Refuse Expansion
Food Preparation Infrastructure Permanent Bathhouse Bath / Food Bath / Food Bath / Food Bath / Food Bath / Food Bath / Food
Fixed HousingSite Manipulation
Bath / Food
Fixed HousingSite Manipulation
Bath / Food
Fixed HousingSite Manipulation
Bath / FoodFood Preparation Expansion
Health Post
School
Recreational Spaces Recreational Spaces Recreational SpacesRecreational Spaces
6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84 900month:
Su
rviv
al
Infra
struc
ture
Built 
Envir
onme
nt
Landscape
Community Centers Fixed Community Center/ School Community Center/ School Community Center/ School Community Center/ School
96 102 108 114 120 126
FO
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E
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WATER
[ Housing expansion based on 40 births / 1000 people ]
Goods Distribution Center
Trade Initiated 100% Sustained
[Pop. 13,158] [Pop. 13,684] [Pop. 14,231] [Pop. 14,800]
132
[Pop. 15,392]
138 144
[Pop. 16,007][Pop. 12,652][Pop. 12,166][Pop. 11,698][Pop. 11,249][Pop. 10,816][Pop. 10,400][Pop. 10,000]
Surplus SupplyPermanent StructuresAgricultural CompostPeople Begin Arriving 1 X 2 Mile Capacity
Marketplace
Registration Center
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Cam
p Growth Strat-
edgy / Design
In the initial phase of the post 
disaster situation, the aid agency 
negotiates a 1 mile by 2 mile 
plot of land per camp of popula-
tion 10,000.  As soon as pos-
sible, people begin to arrive at 
the camp with established base 
infrastructural systems.  At this 
point in time, the camp inhabit-
ants are 100% dependent on the 
aid agency for food and basic 
goods / services.
Approximately 18 months after 
the establishment of the local-
ized composting systems [locat-
ed within each neighborhood: 6 
months to fill the first bin and 12 
months to break down naturally] 
the first decomposed waste is 
ready to be worked into the soil 
as a nutrient based compost. At 
this point the agricultural system 
is initiated.
At month 36, fixed housing and 
infrastructure is established 
[Including the centralized com-
posting system].  Agriculture 
continues to develop along with 
a marketplace [around month 
] which begins to replace the 
distribution center.  Goods made 
by inhabitants of the settlement 
are bought/sold/traded.
By month 60, the settlement can 
have the capacity of sustaining 
itself without outside assistance.   
Their agricultural system should 
be fully established to support 
themselves and the marketplace 
takes over the distribution of lo-
cally made goods / services.
Based on population growth 
averages by the 144th month the 
settlement will reach its maxi-
mum capacity for the 1 mile by 
2 mile negotiated border.  This 
may happen at different times 
depending on the immigration / 
emigration of residents between 
camps or back to their home 
country. The maximum popula-
tion for the 1 X 2 mile stretch 
of land is 16,000 people and 
should not be exceeded. 
Based on the ability of the 
agricultural system to exceed 
the needs of the users by month 
 a surplus supply should 
be reached.  This surplus can 
be traded within the camp or 
potentially exported for sale to 
the host country.  The settlement 
also expands to meet the needs 
of the growing population within 
its borders.
This diagrammatic timeline represents a model from which the camp evolution 
into a settlement may follow.  The rate at which the major catalysts defined in the 
text may fluctuate depending upon local variables including birth rates and im-
migration / emigration into the camp.  An average birthrate of 40 births / 1000 
residents was utilized in the timeline as that is the average birthrate estimated in 
the Gaza Strip where 25% of the warehoused refugees in the world reside today. 
The timeline is intended to serve as a guideline for reasonable expectations in the 
development within the settlement.  The survival aspects of the timeline represent 
the food and economical system in the camp.  Infrastructural development in the 
settlement is dependent upon the inhabitants themselves and their willingness to 
continually improve their conditions.  The built environment outlines the phased 
growth and implementation of permanent buildings.  Additional schools and com-
munity centers should follow the growth in population whether it occurs at a rate 
faster or slower than outlined in the above diagram.
[ Timeline Growth ]
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Land Berms provide a neighborhood 
boundary acting also as a protective wall 
to replace razor wired fences.
Pedestrian Green Strips interconnect 
throughout the camp and serve as neigh-
borhood gathering space.
Central Court Space slopes gradually to 
the road side [Slope is greater than 2% 
and less than 10%]
Fields slope gradually from the center 
aisle to the road.  Water drains naturally 
providing basic irragation.
Hygiene Units Tanks are partially bur-
ied and soil mounded up to drain water 
around the human waste units.
Site Manipulation must be done immediately after reaching an agreement with 
a host country for a site.  Earthmovers should create land berms and a slope for 
drainage.  Desired slope is greater than 2% for proper drainage and less that 10% 
to prevent erosion.  A goal of 6% is preferable.  The berms are each 20’ wide by 
208’ long with a desired height of 6’.  This diagram shows approximately how wa-
ter drainage should occur.  Slight variances based on site conditions may apply.
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Water Taps provide access to running 
water for the neighborhood.  Site specific 
conditions will determine the type of water 
source.
Individual Shelters are part of the base 
emergency kit delivered to the site.  Spe-
cific model will vary by climate.
Base Waste Disposal Containers are 
located near the service road for disposal.
Base Health Units [Water Closets] are lo-
cated near the service drive to be emptied 
into compost storage containers for use in 
agriculture.
Base Cooking Units serve as community 
kitchens and are manufactured units 
brought into the site.
Base Hygiene Units are used for general 
washing / bathing in the community.
Cargo Containers with the base emergen-
cy kits for 400 people are deployed.
Agricultural Plots laid out per the agricul-
tural diagram on field manual page 21.
-Each neighborhood is broken up into 4 community clusters.  One cargo container 
deployed to the site will provide the base emergency kits for 400 people [100 
people / cluster].  It should be dropped centrally in the camp as indicated on the 
plan.  This container can be used as a storage unit or shaded space for the com-
munity.  The housing in the clusters are laid out around a central space that serves 
as a community kitchen/eating space and play area for children.
-Water Taps:  Four individual taps should each flow at 250 ounces of water per 
minute.  The location of the camp will determine what type of water infrastructure 
should be established.  Wells / Large Storage Tanks (to be filled by aid agency) / di-
rect connection to local system / AirWater Machine (Solar Powered Villager Unit)
-Individual Shelters, part of the emergency kit should each be sized to hold a mini-
mum of 5 persons.  Climatic conditions found in the settlement region should 
dictate which model of tent is to be utilized.  An all seasons weather tent should be 
used in areas where climate ranges from extreme heat to extreme cold.  Designed 
to last 3-5 years, these tents should only be used as a temporary solution .
-Base Waste Disposal Containers: Two 26 gallon containers should be set up in 
each cluster near the road for easy removal.  Aid agencies should negotiate a 
place for garbage disposal with the host country in either an off camp pit or dump. 
Recyclable goods (including food scraps) should be added to the compost piles, 
though care should be used in covering the piles to keep rodents and animals 
away.  Construction of the piles should be overseen by the aid agency staff to make 
sure they are able to be properly sealed.
-Base Health Units: Tanks should be emptied periodically as needed, varying clus-
ter to cluster by use.  Only the digested soil should be removed.  These initial clos-
ets should be constructed of available adequate material.  While plastic sheeting 
may be utilized, construction of more permanent structures should be considered 
a priority.  Each unit should provide some access to sanitizing hand soap for proper 
hygienic care.
-Base Cooking Units:  These modular units should be deployed centrally within 
each cluster as quickly as possible.  Portable solar cookers can be used in most 
areas initially before the modular unit is deployed.  When available, camp stoves 
and other cooking mechanisms can be used initially.
-Base Hygiene Units:  Temporary structures should be assembled to provide bath-
ing opportunities for residents in custom with their indigenous preference. A wash-
ing tub for any dishes and hands should be included as well. These structures are 
to be assembled on a poured concrete pad measuring 33’ X 38’ that the perma-
nent infrastructure can be built upon.
This phase should occur by the month 2.
18’
44’ 19’4’
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90’
35’
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Turnaround with a minimum radius of 35’ 
for refuse / health trucks to turn around
[ Neighborhood Phase  ]
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Exterior Walls built to enlose the cluster.  
Walls are built by inhabitants for their 
permanent housing.
Underground Piping when applicable, to 
bring water to the kitchen and to the fields 
for irrigation.
Permanent Health Units [Water Closets] 
are built around the temporary ones using 
the same partially buried tanks.
Permanent Waste Disposal Units located 
along the turnarounds for easy disposal.
Agricultural Beds developed with com-
posted human waste to be sized accord-
ing to the diagram on page 21.
In the second phase of the process, permanent infrastructures are introduced into 
the system.  Exterior walls are built to define a boundary for each cluster.  The ad-
vantage to this growth system is that the external and shared party walls between 
the individual units can be built around the tents.  This prevents the inhabitants 
from being required to relocate while they built a permanent home.  The perma-
nent health and waste units are to be built where the previous existed as well. The 
Water Closets should be segregated by sex.  There should be six individual toilet 
units per community cluster.  In addition, a permanent waste disposal unit should 
be implemented into the settlement, located adjacent to the turnarounds for easy 
removal.  If possible, the settlement should begin to develop a permanent water 
infrastructural system that provides water directly to the community kitchen and 
taps out to the fields to limit the carrying distance for irrigation and food prepara-
tion.  Recycled human waste that is ready to be utilized in the agricultural system 
should be worked into the soil and construction of the 5’ by 48’ beds should begin. 
At this point in time, people should begin to understand a sense of ownership and 
independence as they actively participate in the development of the system.
This phase should be obtained by month 36.
[ Neighborhood Phase 2 ]
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-Paths based on the movements of people through the space should be, when 
appropriate paved with some sort of available material.  This increases the perma-
nence of the settlement.
-Landscaping appropriate with the natural environment should be implemented 
to provide shade from the sun.  In addition, landscape in the green strip provides 
a park-like environment for people to dwell in.  Landscaping can also be used to 
block unsightly views to objects such as the Health and Waste Disposal Units.
-Community Kitchen expansion should be completed to meet any additional cook-
ing / eating spatial requirements that the population may have.  The users should 
actively participate in the design and construction of these improvements.  This 
should help create a unique identity within each cluster.
-Now that the agricultural system is developed and the settlement produces more 
compost than is required the compost is removed and taken to central processing 
plants for use in other areas of the camp such as the schools and athletic fields.
This phase should be obtained by month 60.
[ Neighborhood Phase  ]
Permanent Housing is completed.  Offset-
ting the housing allows the incorporation 
of the window module units on either the 
front or side of the residence. See manual 
pages 55-56  for information regarding 
these window module units.
Community Kitchen expansion to meet 
the growing needs of the population.
Landscaping should be planted in the 
green strips and within the cluster in order 
to provide shade.
Agricultural System should be able to 
provide 100% of nutritional needs.
Paths created by peoples movement can 
be paved if materials are available.
[ Neighborhood Growth ]
The Established Camp:  Tents are 
set up according to the specified 
guidelines. Base infrastructures 
are established providing tempo-
rary structures for persons to in-
habit.
The permanent infrastructures 
have been assembled using avail-
able materials. Outer wall con-
struction has begun including the 
walls around the permanent Hy-
giene Unit.
Shared party walls have been as-
sembled.  This example demon-
strates a simple span sloping roof 
system.
After construction of the perma-
nent walls around them, inhabit-
ants can break down their tents 
to use as a temporary roof until 
adequate materials are located.  
Additions have been made to the 
kitchen unit based on participa-
tory design and construction by 
the residents. 
Roofs complete the construction 
of each cluster.  Landscape has 
been added to provide shade to 
the community spaces.  At this 
point, the settlement has erased 
its memory as a minimal camp as 
the residents are able to fully sup-
port themselves.
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hoods to see approaching dangers as well as controlling potential points of attack. 
The second reason for the shifts is to create the central school zones.  This estab-
lishes an educational facility in the heart of the camp as well as large athletic fields 
where residents can gather for competitive and leisure sporting activities.  The 
schools system is broken into morning and afternoon sessions.  This contributes 
to the decision to locate them centrally.  It allows close access to the fields where 
the majority will be assisting their families in agricultural production.  The number 
of classrooms and schools should follow the guidelines set forth for educational 
facilities on page 12 of this manual.  Firebreaks, as highlighted above should be 
included in the layout of the camp.  Community and Spiritual Centers located near 
the neighborhoods should be located within these spaces.  The firebreaks provide 
a strong pedestrian access from the perimeter of the camp to the interior.  Locat-
ing the community and spiritual centers hear allows easy access for residents all 
over the camp.
-The diagrams on pages 26-28 highlight the conceptual ideologies that are set 
forth in the design of the overall camp.  These diagrams should be reference when 
laying it out.
[ Settlement Phase  ]
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The design of the camp is founded on the the principles of the roman camp strat-
egy utilizing a cardo and decumanus.  In Roman towns, the cardo served as the 
center of economic life.  In the first phase of the new strategy, the cardo holds 
its importance as the Distribution Center, Health Clinic, and Central Services are 
located along this axis in the middle of the camp.  These services should be de-
signed per current standards already set forth by the UNHCR Handbook.  The de-
cumanus, the central horizontal path in the plan to the left serves as a secondary 
route through the camp.  It diverts around the school and central service zones 
which slows down the vehicular movement on it.  The neighborhoods are laid out 
on two strips on either side of the camp.  These zones frame in the the central 
agricultural zone.  This is done to provide a buffer between outside threats and the 
agriculture.  In many current situations outsiders whom resent the refugees and 
the aid they are receiving have been known to burn and destroy the established 
farming [usually illegal in the current system as no land is provided for agricultural 
development].  By internalizing the agriculture the design creates a level of protec-
tion for this vital development resource.  The perimeter of the camp is created by 
shifting neighborhoods out from the center.  This is to be done for two primary 
reasons.  First, the perimeter begins to mimic a bastion defense system, similar 
to exterior defense walls found in castles.  This allows residents of the neighbor-
Initially, 2 Neighborhoods are 
established to house 0,000 peo-
ple.  Each neighborhood is com-
prised of 4 community clusters.
In phase 1, temporary school 
units are set up centrally in the 
camp.  Each school zone is ap-
proximately 1000’ by 525’
Community and Spiritual Centers 
are located within firebreaks that 
serve as pedestrian green strips 
near the neighborhoods.
Located along the cardo, central 
services and the distribution cen-
ter provide supplies to residents 
in the camp.
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[ Settlement Phase 2 ]
At this point of the transition from camp into permanent settlement, the agricul-
tural system is well established.  After the population reaches 12,000 people, the 
settlement begins to expand to fill in its borders [1 mile by 2 mile limit].  At this 
point, the permanent infrastructure is fairly well developed.  The first aspect of 
expansion per the timeline established in this manual should begin with additional 
school and community centers.  The central services area is replaced with the 
central business district as the settlement establishes its economy.  The former 
service zone is intended to be converted into a central parkscape at the nexus of 
the cardo and decumanus.  The settlement’s road infrastructural system is better 
defined between the vehicular and pedestrian paths.  The pedestrian green strips 
that link the major services should begin to be landscaped. This phase should be 
obtained by month 78.
As the settlement grows, addition-
al educational facilities should be 
constructed to accomodate the 
growing population.
The central business district grows 
up along the settlement’s cardo. 
Agricultural plots are displaced 
to the growing areas.  Each plot 
can be converted into 2 business 
plots.
The settlement has the potential 
to add another  neighborhoods 
with agriculture as the popula-
tion grows.  The timeline on page 
XX of the manual estimates this 
growth.
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[ Settlement Phase  ]
In this third [and final planned] stage of growth the settlement has grown to reach 
its border.  At this point, additional growth will be dependent upon the spaces 
framed by multiple camps growing together.  This system is defined in the multiple 
camp system outlined on pages 53 - 54.  The composting system has been moved 
to centralized locations on either end of the camp along the decumanus.  This 
move suggests that in the 1 mile squared spaces framed in might be encouraged 
to continue an increased agricultural system.  The diagrams above demonstrate 
how the internal aspects of the camp remain pedestrian dominated while the ve-
hicular movement is limited to the the exterior, the cardo, and along the decuma-
nus.  The maximum population in this individual settlement is limited to 16,000. 
This occurs around the 144th month.
The composting system becomes 
a centralized system on the edge 
of the camp and it can be taken 
be taken anywhere in the settle-
ment along decumanus.
The previous lifelind of the camp 
is intended to become a central 
park space for the settlement 
with the economic center on ei-
ther side
Interconnected Green Strips Link Settlement Primary Vehicular Movement Through Settlement
[ School and Athletic Fields ]
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School buildings are composed 
of at least three classrooms.  De-
signs of these buildings should 
be done with the help of the 
inhabitants.
The plan on the opposite page shows the school and community fields area of the 
camp.  The above image is a representation of what the community fields may 
look like upon development.  These fields become a gathering place for all of the 
neighborhoods to enjoy competetive sport.
This track runs around the 
outside of the fields.  Two laps 
around the track equal 1 mile.
The decumanus green strip runs 
around the outside of the school 
and community fields.  
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This module unit is intended to provide computer access to the educational fa-
cilities of the settlement.  The new system calls for a blend between indigenous 
design and technological advancements.
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Individual sites will control how the camps can be laid out in relation to each other. 
Natural features will cause the development to change in each individual setting. 
These diagrams show six different potential growth patterns that the system may 
follow.  Analysis of each individual location should be conducted in order to deter-
mine the best way for the system to be laid out.
[ Multiple Settlement Growth ]
Each settlement has a maximum population of 16,000 [10,000 initially] people 
in its 1 mile by 2 mile site.  The reality of refugee situations is that greater than 
10,000 people will be seeking asylum.  The solution to this is to create multiple 
camps than can grow into settlements.  This section of the manual offers a system 
by which multiple camps can be located in proximity to each other and ultimately 
grow together.  The above diagram was created by connecting the cardos of four 
camps   Next, repeating this pattern creates an alternative grid that can be su-
perimposed on a site.  This system lays out the potential locations of each camps 
cardo.  To the right, the diagrams demonstrate how when four camps reach their 
maximum size [ 1 mile by 2 mile], they frame in a space.  This space is either one 
square mile or four square miles.  The notion of this design is that they can take 
control of this land and transcend the system this manual has laid out.  Just as 
the residents transcended the aid agency to take control of their situations, these 
settlements can take control of their expansion and continued development.
[ Window Module Unit ]
These modular window units can be packed into a cargo container and delivered 
to the settlement.  Each container holds enough windows for all residences in a 
neighborhood [ 80 residences ] to be allotted two windows.  The units themselves 
are designed to fit in a 3’ by 6’ opening.  The windows have a reflective opening to 
help light bounce into the household and penetrate further.  The entire unit also 
pivots out to allow maximum solar collection if desired.  Each window’s slats can 
be adjusted in a variety of positions from completely open to completely closed to 
allow desired levels of airflow into the house.  
Window Exterior: Base Unit and set in wall
Window Interior: Base Unit and set in wall
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The appendix shows a variety of early explorations that helped influence the final 
design of the neighborhood and settlement growth patterns. 
The following 6 pages show an early study of human movement patterns through 
the camp as it developed.  The camps are imposed on an artificial site generated 
with random intergers to show how the communities may grow along the contours 
of the site.  New programs created new movement patterns in the space.  This 
process helped understand how people would use the space and lessons learned 
were incorporated into the frinal settlement design.
Digram Above:  After initial deployment, the camp exists in its dependent state. 
The dashed lines converging on the central distribution center represent human 
movement through the site.  From this central location the refugees can access 
humanitarian aid.  This flow acts as the lifeline of the camp.
Diagram Above:  In the second stage schools and community centers are intro-
duced to the site.  Two schools (1 for each sector) share a recreational field which 
is located between opposite sides of the settlement to encourage gathering and 
sport amongst the residents.  Flows of movement are again mapped onto the 
site.  The movements are arterial in nature, based on natural human movement 
tendencies.  The community centers were then placed between 4 clusters where 
two major intersections of flow occur.
[ Appendix ]
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In the third stage, agriculture (made possible by the composted waste) is intro-
duced to the system.  It grows out from the edges beginning with the land nearest 
to the compost bins and the water taps.  Secondary lines of movement toward the 
school campuses are interrupted by the fields while the primary lines maintain 
their dominant status.  The secondary flows are diverted to flow between the fields 
along their access ways whose primary function is to provide access for hauling 
compost, harvested crop, and water.  A marketplace is also established near the 
distribution center along the primary lines of human movement.  A zone is set up 
above and below to allow for urban expansion.  
The fourth stage reveals the central agriculture at full capacity.  The primary flows 
still exist and provide access to the entire settlement for the population.  The De-
cumanus flows around the schools and between the fields, providing the farmer a 
direct right of way to bring his harvest to the market for sale.   
[ Appendix ]
[ Appendix ]
Tent Shelter:
Human Waste 
Disposal: 
Water Source:
Refuse Disposal:
Hygiene:
Perimeter Defense
Wall / Berm:
Food Prep:
Service Road:
Water Sources are centrally located between four community clusters along the 
axis road.  Based upon the distances required between different programmatic 
elements the ordered spaces are created.  
These lines represent lines of movement: the flow of people through the spaces 
based on both primary and secondary routes.  The dark linear lines demonstrate 
the lack of community between each cluster as flow moves freely between the 
spaces.  
While still maintaining order, tents are shifted towards the upper and lower bor-
ders.  This simple shift allows the cluster to solidify its borders while creating a 
small node near the Food Preperation.  This space can be utilized for eating and 
small community gatherings. 
Moving the tent structures to strengthen the edge condition and offsetting the 
internal tents breaks the direct flow of outsiders into the cluster.  The internal 
flow of residents into and through their cluster is more often and the movement 
softened.
[ Appendix ]
These diagrammatic developements over time were alternative neighborhood 
plans explored early in the timeline development.  Each one was evaluated and 
the positive design features were used in the neighborhood dicated by the manual. 
They are shown here as possible alternatives.
The following 3 pages show a phase of the development was done to look at how 
unplanned growth might take place in the camp.  Based on locating program near 
and along pedestrian routes that become roads it investigates how likely growth 
patterns may take form.  This was used in the final design as a locator of program 
and movement through the site.
[ Appendix ]
The diagram above shows the road infrastructural system of the camp.
[ Appendix ]

